Abstract

The Already social networking services recommends friends list to requesting user that is based on their social graphs, but they cannot fulfill user need to user preferences on friend selection. In this paper, we represent Friend recommendation, as lifestyle based friend recommendation system for social networks. Collecting data from smartphone sensors and identifying lifestyle of user, if lifestyle having high score similarities then recommend friend to user. Here probability Distribution algorithm is used for extracting lifestyle of users learns from text mining. Also use the Activity recognition for classify the activity of user and propose a similarity metric to find the similarity of life styles between users, and after this one finding user’s impact in consideration of life styles with a friend-matching graph. User request is received then friend recommendation system gives response as similar lifestyle matching friends lists to user query. At last, Friend recommendation system uses the feedback modules to improve the recommendation accuracy. We have Friend recommendation system is to implemented on the Android-based smartphones, By using Friend recommendation system user can get best friend list for preferences of users in choosing friends.
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